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With mounting market pressure on power supply size, power density and cost there are an 
increasing number of AC-DC power supplies released which rely on de-rating specifications to 
improve their headline power ratings. 

This de-rating information may not be immediately apparent and is typically located at the end 
of the product data sheet, well away from the headline data.  In some cases the short form or 
catalogue version of the data does not include this level of detail, so care must be taken when 
selecting the product to ensure that it is truly suitable for a given application.

De-rating specifications are based on reducing the specified output power rating of the power 
supply during high temperature operation or low line input voltage operation to mitigate excessive 
component temperature rises and ensure that safety critical isolation components do not exceed 
their thermal limits.
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Temperature de-rating

Virtually all power supplies have a de-rating curve based on ambient temperature – see example Figure 1. For 
products designed for integration into end equipment, this de-rating typically starts at ambient temperatures in 
excess of 50°C.  This allows for temperature rises within the end equipment, whilst maintaining the full specified 
power rating of the power supply. The output power rating will usually fall to 50% at a maximum ambient 
temperature of 70°C. There are also a small number of manufacturers who de-rate products below 0°C based on 
their ability to start at low temperature.

In recent times, open frame power supplies are being introduced by some manufacturers which limit the 
maximum ambient temperature for full power operation to 40°C with the output power reducing to 50% at a 
maximum ambient of 60°C. This is due to component temperature rises which are too high to allow full headline 
power operation at 50°C limited by component specifications, lifetime and product safety requirements.

While such “specmanship” provides a higher headline power rating and, at first sight, appears to offer smaller 
size or lower cost, when integrated into end equipment which needs to operate in an ambient of 40°C the 
available output power is reduced immediately by 25% or more. Put another way this means that such a product 
with a head line power rating of 100W is actually a 75W product in practical terms and cannot be considered 
comparable to other units of the same power that are rated for 50°C operation.

Figure 1 – Output power derating curve based on ambient temperature
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Input voltage de-rating

Products designed for world-wide operation have a universal input range typically covering 90 – 264VAC. 
Conventionally a product with universal input is expected to offer its full power rating across this input range 
with some products offering a de-rated output for lower input voltages down to 85 or 80VAC to cover operation 
in areas where the AC supply is prone to brownout.

In recent years it has become commonplace for some manufacturers to increase the power rating of the product 
and specify de-rating for input voltages less than 100VAC or even 115VAC in some instances. In the worst case, 
this input de-rating can be as much as 20% when operating at 90VAC.

Using specification de-rating in this way makes the product appear to offer increased power density & lower 
cost. However if the application is required to operate globally a higher power version of the product would be 
required. Put another way a power supply with a headline rating of 100W can only practically be rated at 80W.

Input voltage de-rating is employed to mitigate overheating in the input filter, bridge rectifier & PFC boost 
converter as the input current increases. Some losses increase proportionally to the current but resistive losses, 
such as those found in EMC chokes, increase by the square of the current.

If the end equipment is intended for sale on a world-wide basis care must be taken to ensure that the power 
supply rating is adequate at low line voltages as exceeding the de-rating curves may result in reliability and 
lifetime problems.
In some instances both thermal and low line de-rating are specified in combination giving a 40 °C rated 100W 
power supply a rating as low as 60W if used in an ambient of 50°C with a line voltage of 90VAC. Clearly this 
product cannot be compared to those offering a 100W power rating over the entire input and temperature 
range required and should be compared to a 60W rated product negating any apparent size, power density & 
cost benefits.

Figure 2 – Output power derating curve based on input voltage
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Figure 3 – Example high efficiency AC-DC power supply – 
CCB200 from XP Power.

There will also be de-rating rules applicable to the complete final system.  For example, all of the components 
may be specified at 80% of their rated power, to ensure long life and enhanced reliability.  If the finer details of 
the de-rating curves have been missed, then there may be a situation where the system is completed and signed 
off, whilst infringing these design rules, with the detrimental effects on lifetime and reliability that will bring.

While the product specification requires de-rating under certain line voltage and ambient temperature 
conditions the power supply will not limit the available power at the output and will continue to operate. If 
the product is operated outside of the de-rating curves there are serious consequences in terms of reliability, 
product lifetime and potentially safety if the thermal limits of the isolation barriers are exceeded.

DC/DC Converter De-rating

In addition to requirements for temperature de-rating, DC/DC converters also typically have a max case or 
baseplate temperature.  The environment for these parts is usually different than for the AC/DC supply.  They 
are usually directly soldered to the PCB, and utilised as any other PCB mount component, usually with other 
components of various sizes around them.  The airflow and space may not be satisfactory, and the equipment 
enclosure may further restrict cooling.  This means that the case temperature can be exceeded, even though the 
ambient temperature is within specification.
In order to minimise thermal issues, it is good practice to understand the local ambient temperature, and 
ensure the environment into which the converter is placed, is such that the performance of the converter is not 
compromised in any way.  There should be sufficient space around the converter to allow convecting air currents 
to flow, ensuring that the case temperature requirements are not exceeded. The thermal evaluation of the 
system should include measuring these temperatures to ensure the thermal limits are not exceeded. 

An example of a recent open-frame AC-DC power supply is the CCB200 from XP Power. This model 
was designed with the need for a highly efficient power supply from the outset, with a superior derating 
performance. More and more applications are using convection cooling instead of using noisy and, potentially, 
unreliable cooling fans. By designing the supply to achieve the highest possible efficiency, in this case up to 
95%, meant that the 200 Watt supply needs to dissipate just 11 Watt from its 3 x 5“ footprint. In achieving this 
high efficiency and by placing a design emphasis on the layout of thermally active components, the CCB200 is 
capable of delivering the full 200 Watt output at up to +70 degrees C and from an input voltage of 90 to 264 
VAC without any derating.


